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ABSTRACT

1

Human computation games lack established ways of balancing the
difficulty of tasks or levels served to players, potentially contributing to their low engagement rates. Traditional player rating systems
have been suggested as a potential solution: using them to rate
both players and tasks could estimate player skill and task difficulty
and fuel player-task matchmaking. However, neither the effect of
difficulty balancing on engagement in human computation games
nor the use of player rating systems for this purpose has been empirically tested. We therefore examined the engagement effects of
using the Glicko-2 player rating system to order tasks in the human
computation game Paradox. An online experiment (n=294) found
that both matchmaking-based and pure difficulty-based ordering of
tasks led to significantly more attempted and completed levels than
random ordering. Additionally, both matchmaking and random ordering led to significantly more difficult tasks being completed than
pure difficulty-based ordering. We conclude that poor balancing
contributes to poor engagement in human computation games, and
that player rating system-based difficulty rating may be a viable
and efficient way of improving both.

Human computation games (HCGs), or games with a purpose
(GWAPs), are a popular way of motivating large numbers of volunteers to solve tasks that are computationally hard to automate
by wrapping them into a game [32, 39, 47]. Uses range from simple
image processing tasks such as providing labels (The ESP Game
[47]) or transcribing text (Smorball [40]) to complex optimization
tasks like finding protein foldings with desired properties (Foldit
[13]) or solving graph-theoretic problems (Pebble It [15]).
In their attempt to harness the motivational qualities of games,
HCGs have found mixed success. The most popular volunteer human computation platforms like Zooniverse or Foldit can boast
participant numbers ranging in the tens, if not hundreds of thousands [4]. Yet closer analysis reveals that the lion’s share of crowd
work on such platforms—85 percent on Zooniverse—is performed
by a small minority of “superusers” [42]. The vast majority of volunteers only visit a given HCG for a short duration, never to be
seen again [45]. In short, while HCGs have succeeded in motivating
large numbers of volunteers to visit them, they fail at engaging and
retaining all but a small minority of visitors.
One suggested reason for this poor engagement is that most
HCGs lack difficulty balancing, i.e. ensuring that players are faced
with a sequence of challenges whose difficulty curve matches their
skill growth [12]. Compared to entertainment games, HCGs are
severely constrained in this regard: (1) the difficulty of the pool of tobe-solved tasks is unknown in advance; (2) designers cannot freely
discard or modify tasks, as this would compromise the validity of
generated solution data; and (3) manually identifying the difficulty
of tasks would defeat the purpose of cost-efficiently crowdsourcing
their solution [12, 34]. Many HCGs therefore end up serving tasks
to volunteers either at random or to optimize informational gain
[43], not volunteer engagement.
To address this problem, Cooper et al. [12] recently suggested
adapting multi-player rating systems like Elo [20], Glicko/Glicko-2
[23, 24], or TrueSkill [26] to estimate level difficulty and player
skill in HCGs from user solution data by treating both tasks and
users as players. The resulting rating scores could then be fed
into a standard multi-player matchmaking algorithm, effectively
emulating difficulty balancing. However, to our knowledge, neither
the effect of difficulty balancing on HCG player retention nor the
effectiveness of player rating-based matchmaking for this purpose
has been tested empirically.
In this work, we therefore examined the engagement effects of
using the Glicko-2 player rating system to order levels served to
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players in the human computation game Paradox. We recruited
participants through Amazon Mechanical Turk (n=98) to gather
play data to generate level difficulty ratings. A follow-up online
experiment (n=294) compared engagement in matchmaking ordering with engagement in pure difficulty ordering and random
ordering. Both matchmaking and difficulty-based ordering led to
significantly more attempted and completed levels than random
ordering, while matchmaking and random ordering led to significantly more difficult levels being completed. This supports the
importance of difficulty balancing for engagement in HCGs and
the feasibility of using player rating and matchmaking systems
to estimate the difficulty of, and provide an ordering for, levels in
HCGs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
existing work on difficulty balancing, player rating systems, and
level ordering to derive our research questions and hypotheses.
Section 3 describes the HCG used, how we trained our rating system
on player data, and the setup of the online experiment. Sections 4
and 5 report and discuss results. Section 6 draws conclusions and
outlines future work.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Engagement and Difficulty Balancing
Engagement is a fundamental construct in the psychology of motivation and digital game play [7, 41]. Broadly, it captures the degree
and quality of a person’s involvement in a task, i.e. the intensity,
persistence, and focus with which they go about it. As a psychological state, engagement is often modelled and operationalized
as behavioral engagement—how much externally observable effort
and persistence a person exhibits in an activity—and subjective
engagement—the self-reported experience of interest, enjoyment,
enthusiasm; absence of distress, anger, anxiety; and resultant proactive, “deep” cognitive problem-solving and learning strategies [41,
pp. 12–15]. Engagement is a desirable state and outcome of digital
game play of its own, an important concern in people’s decisionmaking to purchase or play particular games and an important
mediator of the positive social and individual outcomes of digital
games, such as learning or productive outputs.
Theory suggests that games engage players by presenting nontrivial challenges whose pursuit and mastery is arousing, attentionbinding, and intrinsically motivating [18]. However, to optimally
support engagement, challenges have to be balanced relative to
player skill such that players are neither frustrated nor bored
[14, 46]. There is good empirical support that balancing game
challenges indeed affects behavioral and subjective measures of
player engagement [1, 8, 17, 21, 22, 31, 35].
Difficulty balancing of challenges is therefore a key component of
entertainment game design, either through pre-release playtesting,
designing levels so that they form an ideal difficulty curve matching
the skill growth curve of typical players, and/or using dynamic
difficulty adjustment systems that adapt the game based on the
player’s live performance [3, 10].

2.2

Difficulty Balancing in HCGs

As noted, HCGs cannot readily employ standard difficulty balancing because they operate with a pre-determined set of computation
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tasks (i.e. levels) that are unknown in their difficulty and not readily
manipulable [12, 34]. The dominant approach to address these constraints has been to computationally order levels into a sequence
that approaches a well-formed difficulty curve [12]. However, systems using this approach so far are based on rough heuristics that
are often neither validated nor readily generalizable. The HCG
Xylem, for example, used task size as a rough (but self-admittedly
problematic) heuristic to manually assign difficulty levels to tasks
and arrange them in rough order [34]. To estimate the score players
could earn by solving a level, the HCG Binary Fission similarly
used task size [11] as a main heuristic. In both cases, the effect of
difficulty balancing on player engagement has not been rigorously
validated.
Addressing a similar problem in educational games, Butler et
al. [6] presented a system that automatically identifies the solution
features of levels in an educational game—roughly, the required
operations to solve a level. Based on this information and data on
a player’s previous success at solving levels with certain solution
features, the system dynamically selected levels from a pre-existing
pool in an order that grows in difficulty with the player’s skill.
Butler et al. found that players in the automatically generated level
ordering engaged with the game for comparably long times as with
a game design expert-produced level ordering. However, they did
not test how play times compared to a random ordering control
condition, and their approach required being able to solve all levels
computationally a priori, which is, by definition, not the case in
HCGs. Additionally, the solution features were highly tailored to
the specific game used. Relatedly, Liu et al. [33] developed an
educational game that adaptively creates new levels for players
based on performance on preceding levels. However, while this
may be a useful approach for tutorial sections in an HCG, creating
new levels or tasks defeats the purpose of HCGs to solve the pregiven ones.

2.3

Player Rating Systems and Applications

In short, difficulty balancing for HCGs ideally requires a system
capable of selecting and sequencing tasks/levels from a task pool in
an order that matches the skill growth of individual players, with
the constraints that (a) neither task difficulty nor player skill is
known in advance and (b) computationally generating or solving
tasks to determine their difficulty would defeat the purpose of HCGs.
Existing systems have tackled this problem with rough and not
easily generalizable heuristics such as using game-specific measures
of task size as a stand-in for difficulty. Recent work has suggested
an approach that promises to satisfy the stated requirements and
constraints while being readily generalizable: matchmaking based
on player rating systems such as Elo, Glicko, or TrueSkill [12].
To rate and rank competitive chess players, Arpad Elo [20] created a mathematical formula to calculate their relative competitive
strength. Elo postulated that the outcome of a match between two
players can be considered the outcome of a pairwise comparison.
He further assumed that a player’s performance in a given match is
a normally distributed random variable, where the mean of all those
performances is the player’s “true” skill. Elo uses the Bradley-Terry
model [5] to predict the likelihood of one player defeating the other
based on the rating of both. This information then also feeds an
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update algorithm modifying both players’ rating: each player wins
or loses a commensurate amount of rating depending on predicted
versus actual match outcome.
Glickman expanded the traditional Elo system into Glicko [23],
adding “ratings deviation” as a measure of rating reliability—effectively
a standard deviation measuring the uncertainty of the rating: the
more data available on a player, the more reliable the prediction,
and the lower the ratings deviation. Glicko-2 [24] additionally incorporates a parameter of volatility, expressing how stable versus
volatile a player’s performance is from match to match.
TrueSkill, developed at Microsoft Research and notably used
for player matchmaking on Xbox Live, additionally models team
performance as the aggregate of the individual performance parameters on a given team [26]. One advantage of this system is that it
can accommodate any number of teams and players. It performs
well in free for all, team-based, and 1-versus-1 games such as chess.
Together, Elo, Glicko, TrueSkill, and their derivatives are widely
used today in the entertainment games industry to rate player skills
and provide enjoyable matchmaking in player-versus-player games
[37].
Cooper et al. [12] suggested that such player rating and matchmaking systems could be used to emulate difficulty balancing in
HCGs. By equating levels with players, prior task solutions with
matches, and level difficulty with player skill, player rating systems
can readily calculate skill and difficulty ratings of players and levels
from past task solutions, which is plausible since HCGs usually
accumulate multiple solutions for each task to validate and/or optimize solutions. Reanalyzing existing game data, Cooper et al.
demonstrated that the bipartiteness of the solution graph—levels
are never directly compared with levels, players never with players—
does not harm the quality of resultant rankings. However, they
did not empirically test whether resulting level sequences empirically improved player engagement. The platform game Jumpcraft
similarly orders user-generated levels by using TrueSkill on the
outcome of player attempts [44]. Yet again, there is no data on the
actual engagement effect of this ordering system.

2.4

Research Questions and Hypotheses

To summarize, we lack ready difficulty balancing systems for HCGs;
player rating systems such as Elo have been suggested as a possible solution; yet we don’t know empirically whether difficulty
balancing actually makes a difference in HCG engagement, and if so,
whether player rating systems are an effective means of achieving
it. Hence, we articulated the following research questions:
• RQ1: How does difficulty balancing affect player engagement
in HCGs?
• RQ2: How does player rating-system based player-level matchmaking affect player engagement in HCGs?
Since it is a more robust and immediately relevant outcome, we
decided to focus on behavioral engagement. In order to capture
both (a) amount and (b) “quality” of behavioral engagement, we operationalized it as (a) time spent playing, number of levels attempted
and completed and (b) the highest difficulty level completed per
player as well as aggregate difficulty of all levels completed. We
thus posed the following hypotheses:
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Figure 1: A screenshot of the version of Paradox used in
this work. Using the buttons in the bottom left, the player
has the option to either forfeit the current level and proceed
to the next one, or bypass all remaining levels and proceed
to the survey.

• H1: Serving levels in increasing difficulty will lead to higher
behavioral engagement than serving levels in random order, as
measured by the time spent playing (H1.a), number of levels
attempted (H1.b), number of levels completed (H1.c), and the
most difficult level completed (H1.d) by each player, as well
as the aggregate difficulty of levels completed by all players
(H1.e).
• H2: Serving levels in order of matchmaking difficulty will lead
to higher behavioral engagement than serving levels in random
or increasing difficulty order, as measured by the time spent
playing (H2.a), number of levels attempted (H2.b), number of
levels completed (H2.c), and the most difficult level completed
(H2.d) by each player, as well as the aggregate difficulty of levels
completed by all players (H2.e).

3 METHOD AND SYSTEM
3.1 Game Description
We decided to test our hypothesis with the HCG Paradox [16]. Paradox was originally developed for crowd-sourced formal verification
of software, in which players would assist in producing proofs of
correctness for computer programs. The game is designed as a 2D
puzzle game in which each level represents a maximum satisfiability (MAX-SAT) problem. Players can use a combination of manual
and automated tools to assign values to variables in the underlying
MAX-SAT problem and are scored based on how many clauses they
satisfy. A player “completes” a level by reaching a pre-determined
target score. Some levels in the game are not fully solvable, and in
general we may not know if levels are fully solvable or not (i.e. if all
clauses can be satisfied). Still, even partial solutions can potentially
be useful. A screenshot of the version used in this work is shown
in Figure 1.
The Paradox levels used in this work were generated using satisfiability problems encoded in the DIMACS file format. We manually
assembled a pool of 33 levels that spanned a variety of underlying
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Figure 3: A plot of the “difficulty curve” used to choose a
player’s desired win rate based on their current rating.

Figure 2: Histogram of the ratings of the pool of 33 challenge levels used.
problem types, connectivities, sizes, and satisfiabilities. Of these, 21
came from the set of SATLIB Benchmark Problems1 and 12 were
generated by us using a variety of randomized algorithms for SAT
problem generation, such as using power law distributions [2].

3.2

Participant Recruitment

We recruited players by posting Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs)
on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Although workers recruited
through MTurk may exhibit different behaviors from leisurely entertainment game players or volunteer HCG players, a growing body
of work has shown that workers are also motivated by enjoyment
rather than payment alone [28, 36], and that MTurk workers make
decisions similarly to traditional subject pools [38]. Furthermore,
MTurk has been successfully used to recruit players for evaluating
game designs [29]. We posted HITs with the following details. The
HIT title was:
Human Computation Puzzle Game
The HIT description was:
Play a puzzle game derived from a real-world problem. You
would need Adobe Flash Player 10.0 or greater to proceed.
The HIT keywords were:
survey, game, play, puzzle
Workers were paid $1.50, told that the expected time to complete the
HIT was 30 minutes, and provided with the following instructions:
There are three stages to the HIT:
1. Play and complete all the tutorial levels.
2. Try to complete as many challenge levels as you can!
3. Go to the survey and complete the survey.
After completing the survey, you will be given the completion code. Some challenge levels may not be possible to
complete. It is NOT necessary to complete all challenge
levels and your submission will be approved as long as you
complete the survey.
The instructions explicitly reassured players that they would be paid
regardless of how many challenge levels they completed, motivated
by normalizing the differing beliefs they may have had about how
much they needed to do to prevent rejection of their payment,
1 http://www.cs.ubc.ca/∼hoos/SATLIB/benchm.html

similar to the “guaranteed payment” used on MTurk by Ho et al.
[27].
For our HIT, we required the players to complete nine tutorial
levels to familiarize them with the mechanics of the game. Player
performance in these tutorial levels was not considered for further
analysis. After completing the tutorial levels, players would then
move on to the challenge levels, selected from the pool of 33 described above. For challenge levels, players had access to a button
that allowed them to proceed to the next level without completing the current one. This button initially said “Skip Level”, but if
the player attempted the level by making a move, the button text
changed to “Forfeit Level”. In either case, the player proceeded to
the next level without completing the current one, but the outcomes
were considered different (see below). After a player had skipped or
forfeited three levels (either consecutively or non-consecutively),
an additional button saying “Go to survey” appeared to allow the
player to bypass all the remaining levels and finish the HIT. Thus,
every level a player saw had three possible outcomes—complete,
forfeit or skip. With this setup, the players were playing voluntarily
and could essentially quit at any time once they reached the challenge levels—even without completing any levels—but they had to
see at least four levels (skip or forfeit three levels and then go to the
survey from any level after that). Once a player had seen a level,
it was taken out of the pool of levels they might get next. Thus,
during a single playthrough of all 33 challenge levels, a player saw
each level no more than once. Although no individual player saw
all the challenge levels in a HIT, if this were to happen, the levels
would have been recycled and served to the player using the same
ordering mechanism used for that player for the first playthrough.
After finishing, players completed a short survey about their experience to assist in further development of the game, at which point
the HIT was completed.

3.3

Initial Level Rating Generation

The initial set of ratings for the levels in our pool was generated
using player-versus-level match data from a HIT. The HIT was
completed by 98 players, each of whom was served the levels in
either random order or in order of increasing size of the levels
(i.e. the number of nodes in the constraint graph corresponding to
the level). Players were randomly assigned one of these two level
orderings, resulting in 45 receiving the levels in random order and
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Figure 4: Example player trajectories through ratings for each condition. The player’s rating is shown as a line and the ratings
of the levels that were served are shown as points. The levels up to and including the level where the player finished and
proceeded to the survey are shown.
the remaining 53 players being served the levels in increasing size
order.
For the purposes of match outcomes, we considered a player
completing a level as a win for the player and a player forfeiting a
level (making at least one move and then not completing the level)
as a loss for the player. If a player skipped a level without making
any moves, it was ignored for the purposes of match outcomes.
We chose Glicko-2 as a rating system as it outperformed Elo and
performed on par with TrueSkill in predicting HCG player-level
matching outcomes [12]. We started players and levels with the
default Glicko-2 parameters: a rating of 1500, a rating deviation of
350, and a rating volatility of 0.06.
To generate ratings for each level, we treated each instance of
a player seeing a new level as a match. We considered match
outcomes as described above. We assigned players and levels the
default Glicko-2 rating parameters and played back the match data
for all player-level pairings obtained from the HIT using the Glicko2 rating system in order to generate our initial ratings for each
level. For this playback, we used the pyglicko2 Python module [30].
Resultant level ratings spanned from 831 to 2077 on the Glicko-2
rating scale; a histogram of the level ratings is shown in Figure 2.

3.4

Ordering Experiment

To test our hypotheses, we ran another HIT on MTurk. In addition
to the HIT setup described above, we included the following line in
the instructions to emphasize that players needed to complete all
of the tutorial levels and had to skip at least 3 levels before being
able to skip to the end:
You MUST complete all the tutorial levels. The survey will
not be accessible during the tutorial and will become available once you fail to complete at least 3 challenge levels.
For this experiment, we had three different conditions which
differed only in the order in which levels were served to players.
Our conditions were: serving levels in random order (RANDOM),
serving levels in increasing order of difficulty (INCREASING), and
using rating-based matchmaking to order levels (MATCHMAKING).
Players were randomly assigned one of these three conditions.
In random order (RANDOM), players were served levels in a random
sequence without any consideration of level ratings. In increasing
order (INCREASING), we simply served the levels in ascending order of the level ratings generated in the previous HIT. This was a

pure difficulty-based ordering that was static for all players; each
player saw the exact same sequence of levels, regardless of their
performance within the game.
In matchmaking order (MATCHMAKING), players were served levels
based on their in-game performance prior to each new level. This
ordering was motivated by the goal of matching up the players
with levels that were appropriate for their skill. To implement this
order, we performed matchmaking based on the Glicko-2 ratings of
players and levels. When starting, players and levels were assigned
the default Glicko-2 rating parameters, except that levels were
assigned their ratings from the initial rating generation step as
described previously. Prior to serving each level, we determined a
desired win probability for the player based on the player’s current
rating using the function
Ed (r ) = 1 − 1/(1 + e −k (r −r 0 ) )

(1)

where r is the player’s current rating, constants k and r 0 are set
to 0.005 and 1900 respectively and the output Ed (r ) is the desired
win probability for a player with a Glicko-2 rating of r . This is
based on the logistic curve shown in Figure 3. Once we determined
the desired win probability, we calculated the player’s expected
win probability against each level using the simplified winning
expectancy formula
Ep (r, v) = 1/(1 + 10(v−r )/400 )

(2)

discussed by Glickman and Jones [25], where r is the player’s current rating and v is the rating of the level. We then selected the
levels for which the player’s expected win probability was within a
window ±5% of the desired win probability computed previously.
From among these levels, we chose a level uniformly at random to
serve to the player. In the event that no levels satisfied the above criteria, we kept increasing the size of the window around the desired
win probability by increments of 5% in both directions until we
found levels that did. A level was found within ±5% of the desired
win probability (the initial window) for 72% of matches and ±20%
for 97% of matches. After each match, we updated the Glicko-2
rating parameters of both the player and the level depending on
the outcome, as defined previously, and then repeated the process
for the subsequent levels until the player finished the game to go to
the survey. This process was run independently for each player so,
although we updated the rating parameters of the level, it did not
impact that level for other players. Additionally, since each level
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Omnibus

MATCHMAKING / INCREASING

INCREASING / RANDOM

RANDOM / MATCHMAKING

Challenge Time (s)*

n.s ., H (2) = 1.62

395 / 329

329 / 386

386 / 395

Levels Attempted*

p < .001, H (2) = 14.91

7/7
n.s ., U = 3869

7/4
p < .001, U = 4143
r r b = 0.28

4/7
p = .003, U = 3441
r r b = 0.25

Levels Completed*

p < .001, H (2) = 45.80

5/6
n.s ., U = 3536

6/2
p < .001, U = 2911.5
r r b = 0.49

2/5
p < .001, U = 2672
r r b = 0.42

Highest Rating**

p < .001, H (2) = 55.67

1431 / 1249
p < .001, U = 1631
r r b = 0.52

1249 / 1431
p < .001, U = 1436
r r b = 0.60

1431 / 1431
n.s ., U = 2581

Per-level Rating †

p < .001, H (2) = 224.41

1328 / 1171
p < .001, U = 88440
r r b = 0.45

1171 / 1328
p < .001, U = 84872
r r b = 0.43

1328 / 1328
n.s ., U = 102830

Variable

Table 1: Summary table of variable analysis. Variables analyzed using *all players, **players who completed at least one level,
and † all completed levels. Shaded cells show significant post-hoc comparisons. Medians are given.

was seen only once per playthrough, such updating had no effect
on the sequence of levels the players received in the future.
As is evident from the curve in Figure 3, the desired win probability decreases as the player’s rating increases. Thus, when the
players have a lower rating, the higher desired win probability
will lead to them being matched with levels against which they
have a higher expected probability of winning, starting players off
with easier levels. As the players’ ratings increase, the drop in the
desired win probability will lead to them being matched with levels
for which they have lower expected win probabilities, i.e. harder
levels. In this way, the desired win probability function serves as
a kind of “difficulty curve” that shapes the change in difficulty of
levels a player faces. The exact form of the curve we used was set
heuristically, and is a potential area for future work. In early pilot
tests, we found that a fixed desired win probability rate could result
in players consistently facing easy or hard levels, thus making it
difficult for them to raise their rating.
Selected example trajectories of players through each of the
ordering conditions are shown in Figure 4.

4

RESULTS

The ordering HIT was initially accepted by 393 players. Of these, 294
(75%) completed the HIT. In the context of existing MTurk research
[9, 19, 38], we consider this dropout rate normal. We randomly
assigned 79 players into MATCHMAKING, 99 into INCREASING, and
116 into RANDOM. A chi-squared test did not find that completion of
the HIT varied significantly by condition. Thus, for our analysis,
we only considered data from those players who completed the HIT.
For each of those players, we examined the following variables:
• Challenge Time: The total time spent by a player in the levels,
in seconds.
• Levels Attempted: The number of levels attempted by a player,
where they made at least one move.
• Levels Completed: The number of levels completed by a player,
where they reached the target score.
For each of the players who completed at least one level (n=244),
we examined:

• Highest Rating: The highest rating of any level completed by a
player.
Additionally, for each of the completed levels (n=1591), we also
analyzed:
• Per-level Rating: The rating of each completed level. This gives
an indication of the aggregate difficulty of all levels completed
in each condition.
As data were not normally distributed, we used non-parametric
tests for our analysis. We first performed an omnibus KruskalWallis test to check for differences among all conditions. If found,
we then performed three post-hoc Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests to
check for pairwise differences between conditions. For significant
pairwise differences, we computed the effect size using rank-biserial
correlation (r r b ). A summary of all comparisons is shown in Table
1, and plots of variables with significant differences are shown in
Figure 5. Histograms of completed level ratings by condition are
given in Figure 6.
For both Levels Attempted and Levels Completed, we found significant differences among all conditions. We found no pairwise difference between MATCHMAKING and INCREASING, but MATCHMAKING and
INCREASING both significantly outperformed RANDOM. Further detail on the progress of players at completing levels in each condition
is given in Figure 7.
We found no significant differences among the conditions for
Challenge Time.
For Highest Rating and Per-level Rating, we found a significant
difference among all conditions. We found no pairwise difference between MATCHMAKING and RANDOM, but a difference between
MATCHMAKING and INCREASING as well as RANDOM and INCREASING,
such that MATCHMAKING and RANDOM outperformed INCREASING.

5

DISCUSSION

Regarding our original hypotheses, we conclude that H1 is partially
supported. For all quantity measures of behavioral engagement
but time spent, we observed significantly higher measures when
serving levels in increasing rather than random order (supporting
hypothesis H1.b and H1.c, but not H1.a), However, when it comes
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Figure 5: Summary plots from analysis of variables. Box-and-whisker plots showing the 10th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th, and
90th percentiles of variables with dashed lines noting significant pairwise comparisons.
to quality measures, we found that players, both individually and
in aggregate, completed levels with significantly higher difficulty
when levels were served in random order as compared to increasing
order (rejecting H1.d and H1.e).
This finding sheds interesting light on Butler et al.’s [6] observation that automatic and expert difficulty ordering of levels result
in comparable play times: as in our case, it might be that playtime
was chiefly affected by factors beyond level ordering and is hence
not a good measure of player engagement. For instance, it may be
that regardless of level difficulty, players on MTurk have norms
of how much time they feel they “ought” to spend on a HIT, or
that particular games hold interest for a certain amount of time
regardless of the level ordering. A more reliable and relevant time
measure (requiring different experimental setups) would be the
number and duration of re-engagements with the HCG.
But how do we explain that RANDOM order produced higher, not
lower, individual and aggregate level difficulty completed than
INCREASING? While not conclusive, the example player trajectories in Figure 4 and completed level ratings in Figure 6 provide an
interesting entry point. Given that players in all conditions spent
roughly the same time playing the game, could tackle or skip levels
as they liked, and would on average attempt 4-7 levels in total, players in RANDOM ordering ended up being served and completing far
more difficult (higher-rated) levels than players in INCREASING ordering. As seen in Figure 4, when players in RANDOM ordering were
served a level they found too difficult to tackle, they would just
skip to the next one until they reached the required minimum of 4

levels served. In comparison, players in INCREASING ordering were
likely to tackle (and complete) each level they were served, which
due to the strict increasing ordering of difficulty meant that they on
average spent the majority of their time tackling and completing
very low-difficulty tasks. In other words, while INCREASING ordering did engage players to attempt and complete more levels,
RANDOM ordering made it more likely that players would encounter
still-solvable levels of much higher difficulty during playtime than
players in INCREASING ordering.
Moving on, H2 has to be rejected. We did not observe a significantly higher quantity or quality of difficulty in MATCHMAKING ordering compared to both INCREASING or RANDOM ordering (rejecting H2.a–H2.e). More specifically, MATCHMAKING did outperform
RANDOM ordering on levels attempted and completed, but only on
par with INCREASING, not surpassing it. From an HCG perspective, this reinforces that ordering levels by difficulty may result in
a larger quantity of work being completed by players. Difficulty
and matchmaking ordering did not necessarily keep players around
longer, but players used the time they spent playing more efficiently
in terms of sheer quantity of work. Notably, the level rating information generated from the initial data gathering HIT was already
useful for engagement (INCREASING), even in the absence of using
that information for later matchmaking ordering (MATCHMAKING).
This actually further strengthens the plausibility of using player
rating systems for difficulty balancing in HCGs: as most HCG
players are novice first time users and most levels are played by
a few super-users, they usually feature an imbalance of rich level
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Figure 6: Histogram of the distribution of ratings of all completed levels for each condition. The x-axis shows bins of level
ratings and the y-axis shows the percentage of completed levels that fell into each bin (left) unnormalized and (right) normalized by the number of levels in our pool in each bin (Figure 2). In MATCHMAKING and RANDOM, players reached and completed
more higher-rated levels than in INCREASING.
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Figure 7: Chart of player progress in completing levels for
each condition, up to the first 15 levels completed. The x-axis
shows a count of completed levels and the y-axis shows the
percentage of players who completed at least that many levels. MATCHMAKING and INCREASING are similar, while the falloff
is much more rapid for RANDOM.

and sparse player rating information [12, 42]. If difficulty ordering
based on level rating (against highly reliable super-users) is enough
to increase engagement, this means that the lack of rating data on
first time users is actually no limitation.
Qualifying our rejection of H2.d and H2.e, MATCHMAKING ordering significantly outperformed INCREASING ordering in terms of
the difficulty of levels completed, both per player and in aggregate.
However, it did not outperform RANDOM ordering. As before, a plausible explanation for this observation is that given roughly the same
playtime and number of levels served, MATCHMAKING ordering was
faster in serving players more difficult yet completable levels than
INCREASING ordering, leading to players tackling and completing
overall more difficult levels (see again Figures 4 and 6). Put differently, while both MATCHMAKING and INCREASING ordering were
equally effective in engaging players to do more, MATCHMAKING ordering was more efficient in fully harnessing the players’ skill with
more difficult tasks faster. This interestingly contrasts with the

work of Lomas et al. [35], who found that serving players very easy
levels was most engaging.
From an HCG perspective, this makes MATCHMAKING ordering
more attractive: as HCGs have a range of problems to solve, it is
important to put player effort towards solving the difficult ones.
INCREASING order serves players the easiest possible levels first,
thus not making the best use of their work. MATCHMAKING ordering gives players more difficult levels, yet players are still able to
complete a similar number of them.
Thus, overall, MATCHMAKING ordering compared favorably to both
other orders, though in different measures. In terms of pure quantity
of work, it outperforms RANDOM ordering and performs on par with
INCREASING ordering. Hence, if task volume alone is sought after
in an HCG, INCREASING may be the more efficient choice. In terms
of quality or difficulty of work, MATCHMAKING ordering outperforms
INCREASING ordering and performs on par with RANDOM ordering.
Matchmaking may thus provide a “best of both worlds” approach
that leads to players completing a larger number of levels of higher
difficulty than would be possible if levels were served randomly or
in order of increasing difficulty. When using matchmaking order, on
average, players completed over twice as many levels as compared
to random order, and the most difficult levels they completed had
Glicko-2 ratings of nearly 200 more than the ratings of the hardest
levels completed in increasing order.
In terms of limitations, our experiment had a relatively small
pool of levels to serve, which turned out to nicely cover a range of
ratings. It is likely that for many HCGs, the pool of levels would be
much larger, potentially encompassing hundreds, if not thousands,
of levels. Depending on the distribution of level ratings, serving
such a pool in strictly increasing order might result in incoming
players being mired in overly simple levels, while serving the levels
randomly may result in many extremely difficult levels in a row.
We would expect that matchmaking might help even more in these
cases.
Player behavior in our experiment may also be impacted by
the fact that the players were recruited as paid workers through
MTurk. Though we believe previous work indicates that this is a
reasonable recruitment method for testing a game, a comparison to

Engagement Effects of Player Rating System-Based Matchmaking. . .
unpaid play would be useful: MTurk workers might have personal
norms or limits on how much time they spend on each HIT worth
a certain amount, while volunteers are capped in their playtime
only in their willingness to contribute. Additionally, as in our experiment, most HCG engagements are one-time at the moment
[42, 45]. Still, the HCG engagement ideal would be to not just get
more (and more difficult) contributions from one-time volunteers,
but to motivate them to re-engage and return to an HCG multiple
times. Also, the majority of volunteer work on HCGs is done by
super-users. From our results, we cannot say whether difficulty balancing in general, and matchmaking in particular, would improve
engagement across multiple re-engagements or for said super-users.
Though we believe that super-users wouldn’t skew results in real
use, as a matchmaking system would serve them levels of matching
difficulty, confirming this is future work.
While we think that a total system in use should maximize engagement only and insofar as it increases total information gain per
user, in this work, we focused on determining if difficulty balancing
increases engagement. Comparing total information gain between
our own and information-gain oriented ordering schemes such as
[43] is certainly fertile ground for future work.

6

CONCLUSION

This work has explored the engagement effects of player ratingbased matchmaking for level ordering in the human computation
game Paradox. We found that using a matchmaking-based ordering
for serving levels led to players attempting and completing a significantly greater number of levels than when serving levels in random
order, though on par with serving levels in order of increasing difficulty. We also found that matchmaking-based ordering led players
to complete levels of significantly greater difficulty than ordering
levels in increasing difficulty, though on par with random ordering.
Put differently, both strict increasing difficulty and matchmaking
ordering engages players to do more work, but matchmaking engages them to do more difficult work. This is likely due to the
fact that strict difficulty ordering spends the majority of play time
on low-difficulty levels, while matchmaking and random ordering
expose players faster to more difficult levels. Both increasing difficulty and matchmaking ordering outperformed random ordering
on the number of levels attempted and completed, supporting that
difficulty balancing in general has a significant impact on player
engagement in HCGs.
Future work could explore the applicability of matchmakingbased level ordering in other HCGs similar to Paradox or entertainment games in general. Matchmaking-based level ordering appears
particularly attractive for games with procedurally generated or
user-generated levels, which can have constraints very similar to
HCGs: a large pool of levels which are not readily manipulable and
have unknown difficulties.
Additionally, as described previously, we performed level selection using the player’s expected win probabilities against the levels,
as determined by Equation 2. Though this led to meaningful data,
we would still like to test the accuracy of these probabilities more
thoroughly in future work, attempting to determine empirically
how close the true win probability of a player rated r against a level
rated v is to the expected win probability.
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In a similar vein, although our method for serving levels in
matchmaking order produced useful results, our choice of 0.005
and 1900 as values for the parameters k and r 0 respectively in the
desired win rate function given by Equation 1 was driven mainly
by intuition and the shape we expected of the “difficulty curve”
given in Figure 3. In the future, we would like to make use of
optimization techniques to determine and use improved values for
these parameters.
Moreover, although we assigned ratings to players and levels,
this information was opaque to players, who were simply served
levels without knowing how their performance would impact their
rating—or even that they had a rating. Exposing information such
as the player’s current rating or estimated difficulty of levels may
be useful for players; giving players control over the next level they
attempt and thus manage the difficulty of the game, which may
further improve engagement.
This work required two MTurk trials in order to implement
the matchmaking-based level ordering—one to generate the initial
level ratings, followed by another to determine the ratings for the
players. Ideally, we would like to build a more online system that
implements the desired level ordering in one pass, i.e. a system
that generates ratings for unrated levels as well as unrated players
while the players play through the levels, instead of having to run
separate trials for each. One issue is that of fully unplayed levels:
player ratings can be one signal in a larger system where player
solution data trains a system to learn to predict the initial ratings
of such unplayed levels.
Finally, addressing our limitations, replications of this study
with HCG “super-users”, HCG volunteers, and a setup capturing
multiple re-engagements with the HCG rather than a one-time
session would be useful.
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